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Coulomb Blockade Fluctuations in Strongly Coupled Quantum Dots
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Quantum fluctuations of the Coulomb blockade are investigated as a function of the couplin
reservoirs in semiconductor quantum dots. We use fluctuations in the distance between peakDN
apart to characterize both the amplitude and correlation of peak motion. For strong coupling, the
motion is greatly enhanced at low temperature, but does not show the expected increase in pe
peak correlation. These effects can lead to anomalous temperature dependence in the Coulomb
similar to the behavior ascribed to Kondo physics.
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The Coulomb blockade (CB) of tunneling through
confined island of charge (a quantum dot) at low tem
peratures provides perhaps the clearest demonstration
the interplay between electron-electron interactions a
quantum effects in reduced dimension. For weak tu
neling from the dot to electronic reservoirs, CB can b
understood as a classical charging effect [1] modifie
by mesoscopic fluctuations of the coupling of the do
to the leads [2]. As the coupling is increased, tran
port becomes quite complicated and several effects a
pear that mix the influence of interaction and quantu
interference. These include elastic co-tunneling, whic
shows mesoscopic fluctuations on scales set by the cha
ing energy [3,4], and coherent enhancement of CB th
is sensitive to time-reversal symmetry breaking [5,6
At very low temperatures and strong tunneling, Kond
resonances between the spin of the dot and the res
voirs further modify transport [7], as observed in recen
experiments [8,9].

In this Letter, we report measurements of mesoscop
fluctuations of CB peaks as a function of tunnelin
strength in symmetrically coupled GaAs quantum dot
Specifically, we examine fluctuations in height and pos
tion of CB peaks as a function of coupling to reservoir
temperature and dot size. The strong tunneling regim
has been investigated previously [4,8–11], though fluct
ations of peak position have not been addressed. P
position statistics are of particular interest because o
expects quantum fluctuations to be greatly enhanced
the strong tunneling regime as coherence and charging
fects mix; one also expects a corresponding increase
the number of peaks over which fluctuations are corr
lated [5,12]. Both of these effects arise from the fact th
for strong tunneling a large numberEc�D of quantum lev-
els make comparable contributions to conductance, wh
Ec is the charging energy andD is the mean quantum
level spacing. This contrasts the weak-tunneling regim
where low-temperature transport is mediated by tunneli
through the ground state only.
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Our picture of strong tunneling in semiconductor qua
tum dots is based on recent theory [5,12,13] that
tends inelastic co-tunneling [14] and methods applica
to metallic grains [15] by including elastic contribution
References [5,12] specifically consider dots with asy
metric lead transmissionsT1 ø T2 # 1 and so may not
be fully applicable here. Also, since neither mesosco
fluctuations of coupling strengths, nor Kondo-type re
nances [7], nor changes in the energy spectrum upon
addition of electrons [16] are included, we do not anti
pate complete agreement between experiment and the

We find experimentally that CB peak motion is e
hanced for strong tunneling (see Fig. 1), as predicted,
that the number of correlated peaks is not enhanced by
expected factor of�Ec�D. This situation leads to unan
ticipated experimental consequences, including ano
lous (reversed) temperature dependence of CB valleys
effect that has been identified as a signature of the Ko
effect in smaller devices [8,9].

We introduce a measure of peak fluctuations for
ensemble of CB peaks as the standard deviation of
distance between peaksDN apart,

sp�DN� � �����ṼN 2 ṼN1DN �2�1�2
B ���N ,

whereṼN � VN 2 �VN �B is the position in gate voltag
VN of the maximum conductance of theN th peak mi-
nus its average over magnetic field�VN �B. The quantity
sp�DN� generalizes the well-studied peak spacing fl
tuations,sp�1� [17–19], and, unlike fluctuations of th
peak position itself, is not very sensitive to experimen
drift [20]. Noting that sp�0� � 0, correlated peak mo
tion appears as a reduction insp�DN� for small DN
whose width gives a measure of the number of co
lated peaks. For largerDN , in chaotic or disordered dot
one would naively expectsp�DN� ~ log�DN� as long as
DN , ET �D, whereET � hyF�

p
A is the Thouless en

ergy [21] for a ballistic dot of areaA. Experimentally,
we find sp�DN� ~

p
DN using large data sets of 50

100 consecutive peaks in the weak-tunneling regime [
© 1999 The American Physical Society 1403
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FIG. 1. (a–c) Gray-scale plots of conductance in the small dot
�0.3 mm2�, showing typical CB peak fluctuations for weak and
strong tunneling. �gmax� � 0.015 (a), 0.42 (b), and 0.61 (c).
(d),(e) Two scenarios for how fluctuations in peak separation
sp�DN� grow with the number of peaks DN in the weak and
strong tunneling regimes as described in the text.

that is, we do not observe long-range random-matrix-like
correlations, presumably due to changes in the addition
spectrum as electrons are added [16]. A related quan-
tity, sg�DN�, can be similarly defined as the standard de-
viation of differences in peak heights (i.e., conductance
maxima) for peaks DN apart. Peak heights are not ex-
pected to show long-range correlations. Rather, one ex-
pects sg�DN� to saturate at

p
2 times the typical height

fluctuations of a single peak.
Two scenarios for how strong tunneling might affect

sp�DN� are sketched in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e). In Fig. 1(d),
fluctuations are larger for strong tunneling, but the number
of correlated peaks does not depend on tunneling strength.
This reflects a picture in which a renormalized ratio
of D�E�

c leads to larger peak motion, where E�
c is

an effective charging energy at strong tunneling [23].
Figure 1(e) illustrates an alternative co-tunneling picture
[5,12] in which both fluctuations and correlations increase
with stronger tunneling. Although we expected Fig. 1(e)
to better describe our experiment, we find the data look
more like Fig. 1(d).

Measurements are reported for two dots with areas
0.3 mm2 (small) and 1.0 mm2 (large) [micrographs in
Fig. 2], fabricated using CrAu gates 90 nm above a
two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) in a GaAs�AlGaAs
heterostructure. The 2DEG mean-free path exceeds the
device size, so transport is ballistic within the dot. Charg-
ing energies Ec � 300 meV (large dot) and 580 meV
(small dot) were measured at weak tunneling from
the spacing and thermal width of CB peaks; quantum
level spacings, D � 2p h̄2�m�A � 7 meV (large dot)
1404
and �24 meV (small dot), were estimated from the
device area, excluding a depletion width of �70 nm.
Measurements were made in a dilution refrigerator using
an ac voltage bias of 5 mV at 13 Hz. The temperature
T refers to the electron temperature, measured from
weak-tunneling peak widths.

Figure 1 shows typical CB peaks as a function of gate
voltage Vg and magnetic field B, illustrating how peak
position fluctuations increase with tunneling strength. For
weak tunneling, Fig. 1(a), the ratio of fluctuations to
average peak spacing is roughly �D�Ec, consistent with
theory [24] and some [17], but not all [18], previous
experiments. Note, however, that peak spacings gathered
over N [17,18] need not have the same statistics as
either peak motions or peak spacings gathered in B.
As tunneling becomes stronger CB peaks show greatly
enhanced motion as a function of B, as seen in Figs. 1(b)
and 1(c). Ensemble statistics of peak position and height

FIG. 2. (a) CB peak fluctuations sp�DN� for the large
dot. From bottom (filled circles) to top (open trian-
gles), average peak heights are 0.062, 0.28, 0.49, 0.56,
0.60, and 0.63. Scales on the right show sp�DN� in
units of mean level spacing D and charging energy Ec.
(b) Same data as in (a) normalized by its value at large
DN . Inset: micrograph of large �1.0 mm2� dot. (c) CB peak
fluctuations sp�DN� for the small dot. Average peak heights
are 0.015 (closed circles), 0.32 (open squares), 0.42 (closed
triangles), 0.50 (open circles) and 0.60 (closed squares) e2�h.
Note that fluctuations for �gmax� � 0.50 are larger than for
0.60. (d) Normalized data from (c). Inset: micrograph of the
small �0.3 mm2� dot. (e) Peak height fluctuations sg�DN�
from the data in (a). (f ) Normalized peak height fluctuations,
s̃g�DN�, from (e), with the same correlation as data in (b).
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fluctuations, gathered from data sets similar to those in
Fig. 1, are shown in Fig. 2. Each data set consists of
15–20 peaks, with fluctuations gathered over a range of
magnetic fields that include many flux quanta through the
device [f0�A � 4 mT ��12 mT� for the large (small)
dot] but remain below the field where the quantum Hall
effect appears.

Three features of these statistics are worth emphasiz-
ing. First, peak position fluctuations are seen to increase
with stronger tunneling [Figs. 2(a) and 2(c)]. This is im-
portant given the recent debate concerning the magnitude
and origin of fluctuations in peak spacing, sp�1� [17–
19,24], and demonstrate that when comparing fluctuations
in different devices, tunneling strength must be taken into
account. Second, for the small dot, peak position fluctu-
ations actually decrease for the strongest tunneling. This
may be related to a similar theoretical result indicating
that capacitance fluctuations in the valleys between CB
peaks are nonmonotonic in coupling strength [12]. Third,
the number of correlated peaks does not depend on tun-
neling strength. In other words, the curves in Fig. 2
more closely resemble Fig. 1(d) than Fig. 1(e). This is
further emphasized in Figs. 2(b), 2(d), and 2(f) which
show the same curves, normalized vertically by their val-
ues at large DN . These scaled curves, denoted s̃p�DN�
and s̃g�DN�, each collapse onto a single curve with the
same correlation length. This scaling is not expected
theoretically [5,12], but experimentally appears valid
for heights and positions at all measured temperatures,
from 45 mK �85 mK� to 300 mK �400 mK� in the small
(large) dot.

The absence of correlated peak motion for strong
tunneling presumably reflects the fact that the level
spectrum of the dot changes as electrons are added [16].
It is known from previous experiments [16,25] that the
spectrum near the Fermi surface is rearranged when the
number of electrons is changed by roughly 5–8 for dots
of this type and size. Since this number is smaller than
Ec�D, which is 40 (25) for the large (small) dot, these
spectral changes rather than elastic co-tunneling set the
number of correlated peaks.

The temperature dependences of the normalized CB
fluctuations, s̃p�DN� and s̃g�DN�, averaged over differ-
ent tunneling strengths (a procedure justified by the scal-
ing in Fig. 2) are shown in Fig. 3. The large dot shows
the expected increased correlation at higher temperatures
�kBT . D�. The small dot does not show increased cor-
relations up to several hundred mK, probably due both
to the effectively lower temperature (in units of D) and to
the fact that fewer added electrons are needed to rearrange
the spectrum [16]. The unnormalized amplitudes of peak
position fluctuations decrease with increasing temperature
for both dots, consistent with the expected dependence,
�kBT�D�21�2 [17].

The fact that peak motion at strong tunneling is
enhanced, but correlations are not, can lead to situations
in which neighboring CB peaks move quite close together
FIG. 3. (a) Temperature dependence of normalized CB peak
fluctuations s̃p�DN� for the large �1.0 mm2� dot, averaged
over the six traces in Fig. 2(c), at 85 mK (filled squares) and
170 mK (open squares). Inset: same data for peak heights. (b)
Same as in (a) for the small �0.3 mm2� dot at 45 mK (closed
circles) and 300 mK (open circles).

at certain magnetic fields. In this situation, as the
temperature is raised, peak fluctuations decrease and the
two nearby peaks move apart causing conductance in
the valley between them to decrease. Several examples
of this are shown in Fig. 4. It is tempting to compare
this behavior to recently reported signatures of the Kondo
effect in small quantum dots, also measured in the regime
of strong tunneling [8,9]. The anomalous temperature
dependence of valley conductance that we observe has
a roughly logarithmic temperature dependence, as shown
in the inset of Fig. 4(b), similar to the Kondo data.
However, unlike the even-odd character of the Kondo
effect, which leads to a strict alternation of anomalous and
normal valleys, the present “peak wandering” effect can
appear in adjacent valleys and can switch from one valley
to the next by small changes in field (of order f0�A), as
seen in Fig. 4. For these anomalous valleys, finite bias

FIG. 4. (a) Conductance (gray scale) as a function of gate
voltage Vg and magnetic field B for the small �0.3 mm2� dot at
45 mK. (b) Conductances of the two slices in (a) over tem-
peratures from 45 mK (darker, with markers) to 400 mK
(lighter). Adjacent valleys with anomalous temperature depen-
dence are marked with arrows. Inset: conductance in the valley
marked by the up arrow. (c),(d) Two instances of frequently
observed anomalous temperature dependence in adjacent val-
leys at fixed B.
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measurements also show similarities between the present
strong-tunneling data and the Kondo data of Refs. [8,9],
including a zero-bias peak and a splitting of the zero-bias
peak in a perpendicular B field of order 1 T, consistent
with the value 50 mV�T [9], after averaging peaks and
valleys over gate voltage.

While the effects shown in Fig. 4 are not expected
within the existing theory of co-tunneling [5,12] it is not
clear that they are related to the Kondo effect, despite
the similarities discussed above. On the other hand, a
spin-dependent strong-tunneling effect similar to a mul-
tilevel Kondo resonance [26] could be responsible for
the enhanced but uncorrelated peak motion that leads to
the present anomalous temperature dependence of valleys,
without requiring even-odd alternation. This unexpected
behavior demonstrates that the general problem of trans-
port through quantum dots, including interactions, strong
tunneling, and spin effects continues to provide surprises
and challenges.
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